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Topological quantum phase transitions in superconductivity are discussed on two-dimensional lattices. The
main focus is on the Chern number for superconducting states. Each superconductivity is characterized by the
Chern number, and the quantum phase transition is associated with topological changes of the quasiparticle
Bloch function in the Brillouin zone. For the superconducting case, the Chern number has several equivalent
but different topological expressions given by vortices, the Dirac monopole, and strings. We demonstrate
quantum phase transitions by these topological quantities both for singlet and triplet cases.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.212510 PACS number~s!: 73.43.Nq, 74.20.2z, 73.43.CdThe quantum phase transition is a drastic change of a
ground state when physical parameters of a system are var-
ied. This is a phase transition at zero temperature with quan-
tum fluctuation, which raises many interesting physical ques-
tions. Recently substantial number of works have focused on
the topic reflecting its importance. Typical examples include
the Mott transition in strongly correlated systems and the
Hall plateau transition in the quantized Hall effect.1–4 The
latter is special in the sense that the ground state is charac-
terized by a quantized quantity ~quantized Hall conductance
sxy). As is known today, its quantization originates from a
topological character of the Hall conductance.5–8 Then the
transition is governed by topological objects such as the
Chern numbers; vortices, and edges states.6–9 Each phase is
characterized by the different topological quantum number
although the symmetry of the state is not necessarily differ-
ent. It is quite different from usual phase transitions and is
characteristic to the topological quantum phase transition.10
There have been several features for this type of the phase
transition. Some of them are a special form of a selection
rule, and the possible stability of the phase, which puts spe-
cial importance on the topological transitions and discrimi-
nates from other quantum phase transitions.4,10
Recently, there have been trials to extend the concept of
this topological phase transition to unconventional singlet
superconductivity.11–14 In the discussions, mapping the sys-
tem into the standard quantum Hall system is essential. Here
the ‘‘spin’’ Hall conductance plays a main role, which is
given by the Chern numbers. A nontrivial example of such
states is given by time-reversal symmetry breaking
superconductivity.12–16 Leaving its reality apart, the topo-
logical phase transition in superconductivity raises important
theoretical questions how the topological character restricts
transition types. In this paper, we take the generalized
Bogoliuvov-de Gennes ~B-dG! Hamiltonian for supercon-
ductivity to discuss the topological quantum phase transition
and demonstrate the topological character using several to-
pological expressions.
Search for spin triplet superconductivity has also long his-
tory but several important materials have been found re-
cently, which raised intense reinvestigations of triplet super-
conductivity. One of the interesting aspects of the triplet state
is its rich structure of the order parameters, which allows the0163-1829/2002/65~21!/212510~4!/$20.00 65 2125existence of nontrivial topological structures. On this point,
the topological characters of the chiral p-wave superconduc-
tivity is investigated by several groups.13,14,17,18 In this paper,
we treat this spin triplet case on a two-dimensional lattice
based on the same strategy as the spin singlet case. Then we
can characterize the triplet state by the Chern number and
several topological expressions as well.19
Comparing to the usual Quantum Hall effect with many
Landau bands, there are only two quasiparticle bands of qua-
siparticles ~and quasiholes! in the superconductivity. This
special but simple situation allows us to use the interesting
Berry’s parameterization. Then the gauge fixing to calculate
the explicit Chern number also produces an interesting topo-
logical expression. Using this gauge fixing, we establish a
relation between several different topological expressions.
The Chern number. To demonstrate the topological tran-
sition in superconductivity, we investigate systems described
by the following B-dG Hamiltonian for superconducting
quasiparticles
H5(
i j
~ t i j
s cis
† c js1D i jc i↑
† c j↓
† 1D i j*c j↓ci↑!2m(
is
cis
† cis .
In this paper, we assume the system is translationally invari-
ant as t i j
s 5ts(i2 j) and D i j5D(i2 j). Then the Hamiltonian
is written as
H5(
k
c†~k!h~k!c~k!, h~k!5S e↑~k! D~k!
D*~k! 2e↓~2k! D ,
where c†(k)5@c↑†(k),c↓(k)# , es(k)5( je2ikrjts( j)2m and
D(k)5( je2ikrjD( j). We further require t i j↑ 5t ji↓ . Then we
have e↑(k)5e↓(2k)[e(k). Generically various realizations
of order parameters are determined by the self-consistent
equation. Here let us assume a form of the order parameters
to discuss topological quantum phase transitions.
The ‘‘spin’’ Hall conductance of the superconducting state
on a lattice is given by the generalized Thouless, Kohmoto,
Nightingale, and den Nijs ~TKNN! formula as s5
2(e2/h)C , where C[(1/2pi)*T2dSkrot kAk , Ak
5^kukk&.6–8,11–13,20 The Chern number C, is given by a
total vorticity of the quasiparticle Bloch function uk& for the
negative-energy quasiparticle, h(k)uk&52E(k)uk&, E(k)
5Ae(k)21uD(k)u2 since the quantum-mechanical average is©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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over the Brillouin zone, which is topologically a torus T2,
and dS5(dkx,0,0)3(0,dky,0)5(0,0,dkxdky) is an infini-
tesimal area. The Chern number has an apparent topological
expression that is written as a winding number of a relative
phase of the Bloch function7,8
C52Nwinding[2(
l
1
2p R]Rldk Im ln
uk&1
uk&2
.
The summation is over the poles of uk&1 /uk&2 ~zeros of the
the second component of the Bloch function uk&2) in the
Brillouin zone (Rl is a small area around each pole!.7,8
By the Berry’s parametrization,21 the Hamiltonian h(k)
can be written as
h~k!5R~k!s,
where s5(sx ,sy ,sz) are the Pauli matrices and R
5(Rx ,Ry ,Rz)5@Re D(k),2Im D(k),e(k)# . Then the ex-
pression for the Chern number is rewritten by these coordi-
nates in R space as
C5
1
2piER(T2)dSRrot RAR ,
where AR5^RuRR& and uk&5uR(k)&. In a particular gauge
~a phase convention of the vector!, it is written as uR&
5(
eif cos u/2
2sin u/2), where (R ,u ,f) is a polar coordinate of R. The
integral region R(T2) is a closed surface in three-
dimensional parameter space mapped from the Brillouin
zone T2. As is well known, the corresponding vector poten-
tial defines a magnetic monopole at the origin in the three-
dimensional space as div rot AR522pidR(R).21–23 There-
fore, by the Gauss’ theorem, we have another expression for
the Chern number as
C5 2E
R(T2)
dVdR~R!52N@R~T2!,O#52Ncovering ,
where Ncovering5N@R(T2),O# is a degree of covering by the
closed surface R(T2) around the origin O. This is another
topological expression characterizing the negative-energy
band.
Now let us calculate the winding number Nwinding by this
gauge. In the present gauge, k Im ln uk&1 /uk&252kf and
we have Nwinding5(1/2p)(P2rR(]Rl)dRRf . Since the ze-
ros of the second component of the Bloch function are de-
fined by cos u/250, we rewrite the above equation as
C52Nwinding52(
P2
I@R~T2!,z2# ,
where z2 is a negative z axes in the R space ~the Dirac
string! and P2’s are intersection points of the closed surface
R(T2) and the Dirac string z2 . The integer I@R(T2),z2# is
an intersection number that gives the multiplicity of the local
covering at P2’s. It is a positive integer when the Dirac
string z2 is parallel to the normal vector of the surface
(]R/]kxd )3(]R/]kyd ) and a negative integer when it is anti-21251parallel. Nwinding is apparently integral and zero if the origin
is outside the surface. It is one of the advantages of the
present expression.
Now we have established a relation for the two topologi-
cal integers as
Ncovering5Nwinding ,
N@R~T2!,O#5(
P2
I@R~T2!,z2# .
This relation is physically apparent but it confirms the con-
sistency of the discussion.
Demonstration. As is discussed above, the Chern number
is a topological quantity and is stable against small perturba-
tion. Each superconducting state is characterized by an inte-
ger and the topological quantum transition is associated with
topological change of geometrical objects, one of which is
the relative phases of the Bloch functions of the quasiparti-
cles and the others are the closed surface R(T2) and the
Dirac string z2 . The topological transition of the supercon-
ductivity is clearly observed by investigating these topologi-
cal objects.
Now let us take following two examples of the order pa-
rameters to demonstrate the topological transition.
Case I: singlet , D i j5D j i ,
D i ,i5D0 , D i ,i1xˆ52D i ,i1yˆ5Dx22y2,
D i ,i1xˆ 1yˆ52D i1xˆ ,i1yˆ5iDxy ,
Case II: triplet , D i j52D j i ,
D i ,i1xˆ52iD i ,i1yˆ5Dx ,
where Dx22y2 and Dxy are real. The hopping t i j
s 5t , is also
real and only nonzero on the nearest-neighbor links. We
have e(k)522t(cos kx1cos ky)2m, for the both cases,
and D(k)5D012Dx22y2(cos kx2cos ky)12iDxy@cos(kx1ky)
2cos(kx2ky)# for the singlet case ~Case I! and D(k)
52iDx(sin kx1i sin ky) for the triplet case ~Case II!.
In Fig. 1, the relative phase of the Bloch function,
Arg(uk&1 /uk&2), for the singlet case is shown. For small D0,
one can see the charge two vortices at the pole of uk1&/uk2&
~circle! split into two independent ones and contribute to the
nontrivial Chern numbers. Note that only the poles ~circles!
of uk&1 /uk&2 contribute to the Chern numbers although the
zeros ~squares! also give vortices. When D0 is sufficiently
large, they finally annihilate in pairs with negative vortices
defined by the zeros of uk &1/uk &2 ~squares!. Another topo-
logical objects, the closed surface R(T2) and the Dirac string
z2 is shown for the singlet case in Fig. 2. One can see the
covering degree of mapping T2→R(T2) is two if D0 is suf-
ficiently small. The intersection number of the closed surface
R(T2) and the Dirac string z2 is also two, which can be
easily checked for this example. In general, the order param-
eter may have more complicated momentum dependence,
and calculating the covering degree of mapping is not trivial
at all. Therefore, the intersection number I@R(T2),z2# helps0-2
BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 212510us to determine the Chern number concretely. It is also easy
to see that the Chern number vanishes if uD0u or umu is suf-
ficiently large since the surface R(T2) does not include the
origin. In this singlet case, the origin O, is doubly covered
since R(k)5R(2k)@D(k)5D(2k)# . It implies the selection
FIG. 1. Relative phases, Arg(uk&1 /uk&2)5Im ln uk&1 /uk&2 of the
quasiparticle Bloch function in the Brillouin zone ~solid square!.
The circles and the squares include the poles and the zeros of
uk&1 /uk&2, respectively. Note that only the circles ~poles! contribute
to the total Chern number. The spin singlet case with ~a! D050,
Dx22y25t , Dxy50.5t , m50 ~the vorticity of the pole at the origin
is 12), ~b! D052t , Dx22y25t , Dxy50.5t , m50 ~there are two
vorticity 11 vortices at the poles!.21251rule DC562.12 Another interesting case is given by the
Dxy50. In this case, the energy gap collapses and the gap-
less Dirac dispersion prevent from determining the Chern
number without ambiguity ~if umu is small!. This situation is
evident by the present discussion since the surface R(T2) is
collapsed into a diamond shaped two-dimensional region R
5l1v11l2v22(0,0,m), l1,2P@21,1# , v15(Dx22y2,0,
22t) and v25(2Dx22y2,0,2t). When the origin O is on this
region, the Chern number is ill defined and the dispersion is
gapless. This condition is clearly given by umu<2t . Other-
wise, there is an energy gap and the Chern number is zero.
The triplet case, the case II, gives a little tricky situation.
As shown in Fig. 3, the covering degree of mapping around
the origin is 11 or 21 depending on the parameter detail.
The surface R(T2) is self-intersecting and a local coordinate
@ex(R),ey(R),n(R)# on the surface has a different chirality
depending on the position of the surface where ea(R)
5]R/]kad , (a5x ,y) are tangent vectors and n(R) is a nor-
mal vector of the surface at R. In other words, inside and
outside of the surface are exchanged on intersecting lines. Of
course, the surface R(T2) itself is orientable always. At the
FIG. 2. Mapped Brillouin zone R(T2) by the Berry’s parametri-
zation. The monopole at the origin O and the Dirac string z2 are
also shown. The spin singlet case with D050, Dx22y25t , Dxy5t ,
m52t; ~a! is the total surface R(T2), kxP@0,2p# , kyP@0,2p# , and
~b!–~f! are parts of the surface to show how it covers the origin.
They are drawn for kxP@0,2p# and ~b!: kyP@0,2p/5# , ~c!: ky
P@2p/5,4p/5# , ~d!: kyP@4p/5,6p/5# , ~e!: kyP@6p/5,8p/5# , ~f!:
kyP@8p/5,2p# . The monopole O is doubly covered by surface
R(T2).
FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 for the spin triplet case with D050,
Dx52t , m52t; ~a! is the total surface R(T2), kxP@0,2p# , ky
P@0,2p#; ~b! and ~c! are drawn for kxP@0,2p# and ~b!: ky
P@0,p# , ~c!: kyP@p ,2p# .0-3
BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 212510transition, the selection rule for the triplet case is DC561
generically. However, the transition in which the origin O
passes through this intersecting point, say, changing the
chemical potential m , the Chern number can change its sign
as C:61→71, (DC562).
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the topological
quantum phase transition in superconductivity on lattices by
using several topological expressions for the Chern number.
They are the winding number of the relative phase of the21251quasiparticle Bloch function Nwinding and the covering degree
Ncovering of mapping T2→R(T2) around the Dirac monopole
at origin. The winding number also has another expression
given by the intersection number I@R(T2),z2# of the closed
surface R(T2) and the Dirac string z2 .
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